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Today...

•Introduction
•How long is that spaceship?
•The speed of light is constant
•Synchronized clocks aren’t!
•Moving clocks tick slowly
•Moving rulers are shorter
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Introduction
Special Relativity is:

•SIMPLE to explain as an inescapable consequence 
of one well-verified experimental FACT

•exceptionally weird

Avoiding confusion:

•Measurements (“how long is that spaceship?”) 
ALWAYS involve both “where” and “when.”
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How long is that spaceship?

Nostromo crew measures the length of the (moving) 
Sulaco. 

Determination of bow/stern positions of Sulaco must 
take place at the same time.
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The speed of light is constant.

Earth and moon see 
light simultaneously.

c (speed of light in vacuum) is 299,792,458 meters/second 
(about a billion feet per second). 

This is true even if the source of light is moving at high 
speed towards (or away from) observers.



How do we know this is true?
An example: decay of π0 mesons at Fermilab.

•A π0 meson is composed of u and d quarks and antiquarks.

•Its mass is about 1/7 that of the proton and it decays into a pair of 
photons (light!) ~100% of the time.

•Time arrival of photons from decays of π0 mesons moving close to 
the speed of light to find that the photons still travel at c.

 

π0 at rest 

γ (photon) γ (photon) 

γ (photon) 

γ (photon) 

π0 with velocity 
0.9999978 c 
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Most things don’t behave this way.

 

40 mph

foward victimrearward victim 

Urkin's Deli 
and 

Hardware Emporium

…snowballs thrown from speeding cars.

“Forward victim” is hit harder than “rearward victim.”

Snowballs (moving with v << c) behave differently from 
light beams.



Use constant c to synchronize our clocks!

1. Freeze clocks at zero and “arm” them.

2. Start each clock running as soon as light arrives. 

Clocks synchronized this way will agree with all other 
clocks synchronized via any other reasonable technique.
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Nostromo watches Sulaco use the same 
flash to synchronize its own clocks

Sulaco clocks are not synchronized! Stern clock starts 
ticking sooner than bow clock. Stern clock reads a later 
time than bow clock.
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Sulaco watches Nostromo use that flash to 
synchronize its clocks

Nostromo clocks are not synchronized! Stern clock starts 
ticking sooner than bow clock. Stern clock reads a later 
time than bow clock.
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The symmetry of things

Each ship sees the other (“moving”) ship’s clocks 
improperly synchronized. 

Each ship thinks the other ship’s stern clock started ticking 
sooner than its bow clock. 
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Weird relativity effect #1

v!v!

Clocks synchronized in one “frame of 
reference” are NOT necessarily 
synchronized when viewed from a 
different frame of reference.

Clocks “towards the back” read later 
times.
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Nostromo overflies an R&R facility

v!v!

 

Six Flags Over τ Ceti iv

N 
Nostromo

N 
Nostromo

v 

Six Flags Over τ Ceti iv

0 0 

t' t' 

v 

clocks read 
later times

clocks read 
earlier times
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What about time intervals?

v!v!

Light from the collision enters both ships through partially-
reflective windows. (Sulaco speed ~0.9c) 

A small amount of the entering light travels at just the right 
angles to be trapped between the reflective surfaces of 
windows and mirrors on opposite sides of the ships' hulls.
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Follow a short flash of light as it travels 
between the mirrors:

Light Clocks

v!v!

 

0 1 2 3 4tick!

tick!
5 6 7 8 9

tick!
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Light Clocks

v!v!

 

The moving clock 
takes longer to 
execute one “tick.”

Moving clocks tick 
slowly.

Any kind of moving 
clock ticks slowly.
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Any kind of moving clock ticks slowly

Mrs. Urkin 
moves the mirror 
in place each 
time her heart 
beats.

If she misses, 
she blows up.

All observers 
will agree that 
she did/didn’t 
blow up.

v!v!

Urkin's Deli 
and 

Hardware Emporium 

Free delivery 

Vulcan Flashrocket

Bombs 
R Us 

path of  
bouncing light
pulse
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Clock rest frame

v (=0.8c)

Six Flags Over τ Ceti iv 

Urkin's Deli
and

Hardware Emporium

Free delivery

Vulcan 
Fl h k

Frame in which 
clock is moving



Detonating Mrs. Urkin?

v!v!

Urkin's Deli 
and 

Hardware Emporium 

Free delivery 

Vulcan Flashrocket

Bombs  
R Us 
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In the frame in which 
Mrs. Urkin is moving, 
her pulse rate must be 
slower, just as the rate 
at which the light clock 
is ticking is slower.

If not, she will blow 
herself up in one 
frame, but not in the 
other.

That’s not possible.

c 

path of 
light pulse 

mirror assembly 
moves with speed v 

50
0 

m
ill
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n 
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Weird relativity effect #2

v!v!

Moving clocks tick slowly.

This is true for ALL clocks, whether 
mechanical, biological, or electrical.
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Quantitative calculation

v!v!

 

L 

L 

time is 0 

L

time is L/c

L

v × L/c

time is T

c × T

v × T

L

The moving light clock travels with speed v. The 
light beam travels with speed c.

In time T the clock travels a distance vT while the 
light beam travels a distance cT.
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Quantitative calculation (continued)

v!v!

We know L, c, and v. We 
also know that the 
stationary clock requires 
time L/c to tick once. 

What is T (the time for the 
moving clock to tick)?

Use the Pythagorean 
theorem.

 

L
c × T 

v × T 

right triangle

LcT

vT 
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Quantitative calculation (continued)
 

LcT

vT 

v!v!The stationary clock 
requires L/c to tick once. 

The moving clock requires 
longer by a factor of 
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That factor of 2 2

1 .
1 v c−

22.366 272 042 129 0.999 c
7.088 812 050 0830.99 c
3.202 563 076 1020.95 c

1.154 700 538 3790.5 c
1.666 666 666 6670.8 c

1.000 050 003 7500.01 c
1.005 037 815 2590.1 c

~90,000SLAC e+ beam

1.000 000 200 0060.002 c
1.000 000 500 0000.001 c (1,863 miles/sec)
1.000 000 000 361orbital speed (18000 mph)
“Lorentz gamma”speed
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What happens to lengths?

Mrs. Urkin measures the length of Nostromo by 
timing how long it takes to fly past her ship. She 
calculates:

Nostromo length = vT

(As seen from Mrs. Urkin's frame of reference) 

Urkin's Deli 
and 

Hardware Emporium

Free delivery

Flashrocket

Mrs. Urkin's clock starts 
when Nostromo's forward 
probe strikes clock lever 

Mrs. Urkin's clock stops 
when Nostromo's aft probe 

strikes clock lever 

N

Nostromo

Length 

Τ
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All her measurements will be self-consistent

Any method used by Mrs. Urkin to measure the 
length of Nostromo will provide the same answer. 

(As seen from Mrs. Urkin's frame of reference) 

Urkin's Deli 
and 

Hardware Emporium

Free delivery

Flashrocket

N

Nostromo

What does Nostromo think of her measurement?
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Nostromo sees Mrs. Urkin’s clock 
ticking too slowly…

…they think that her measurements are in error by 
that factor of               .2 21 v c−

Not enough time has passed on her clock so she will 
think their ship is shorter than they think it is.

(As seen from the Nostromo's frame of reference) 
Urkin's Deli 

and 
Hardware Emporium

Free delivery 

Flashrocket 

N

NostromoNostromo

Τ 

T / 2 21 v c−
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All her (mis)measurements will be 
self-consistent

They think her clocks are not synchronized, so her 
other measurement technique is also incorrect.

Urkin's Deli
and 

Hardware 
Emporium

Free 
d li

Flashro
k

N 

Nostromo

Who is “right?” They both are!
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Both are correct.

Nostromo explains Mrs. Urkin’s measurements this 
way:

•her clocks tick slowly;
•her clocks are not properly synchronized.

Mrs. Urkin explains her own measurements this way:

•Nostromo is shorter than its rest length since it is 
moving.
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Weird relativity effect #3

v!v!

Moving objects are shorter (along their 
direction of travel) than they are when at 
rest.

Any sensible definition of a measurement 
of length will confirm this.
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Analyze this!

v!v!

 

• Train rest length is 1000 feet
• Tunnel rest length is 800 feet
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View from the tunnel

v!v!

• Train rest length is 1000´, contracted length 
600´ (it is traveling to the right at 0.8c)

• Tunnel rest length is 800´
• Tunnel doors close when corresponding 

clocks read 0, briefly trapping the train inside. 
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View from the train

v!v!

• Train rest length is 1000´
• Tunnel rest length is 800´, contracted length 

480´ (it is traveling to the left at 0.8c)
• What happens? 
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Conclusion
Weird stuff, but fabulously well verified!

•Clocks synchronized in one “frame of 
reference” are NOT necessarily synchronized 
when viewed from a different frame of 
reference.

•Moving clocks tick slowly.

•Moving objects are shorter (along their 
direction of travel) than they are when at rest.

Avoiding confusion: measurements ALWAYS 
involve both “where” and “when.”


